See General Rules for Exhibits
The following are taken into consideration when judging quilts
entered into the Kiwanis Coweta County Fair
Appearance: Clean, free of markings, and no loose threads.
Design: The choice of pattern and materials used are
considered.
Color and color combination: Are the colors used suited to the
quilt? Whether muted or vibrant colors are used, the colors need to
play well together, enhance each other, support each other.
Piecing: Seams and corners are checked to see if they meet up where
they are supposed to, and that points are not cut off.
Binding: Bindings are checked to see if they are loose. A binding that
covers the edge of the quilt properly is full of batting, and preferred.
Also considered is if the binding is hand stitched or sewed down by
machine.
Overall Quilting: Whether the quilt is loosely or heavily quilted, machine quilted or hand quilted, and if hand quilted, stitches are
viewed closely.
Applique: Hand stitches are viewed closely.

Questions???? Call (770)254-2620
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See General Rules for Exhibits
HAND QUILTING DIVISION
Quilt made with all hand work; No machine sewing or quilting.
Category

Class No.

Description

Hand Quilted

901
902
903
904
905
906
907

Appliquéd Quilt
Full Size Quilt (Full, Queen, King)
Hand tied quilt
Infant/child size quilt (Baby, Twin)
Pieced Quilt
Wall hanging
Wearable quilted article

MACHINE QUILTING DIVISION
Quilt made with any machine work; May have some hand
sewing or quilting.
Category

Class No.

Description

Machine Quilted

908
909
910
911
912
913
914

Appliquéd Quilt
Full Size Quilt (Full, Queen, King)
Hand tied quilt
Infant/child size quilt (Baby, Twin)
Pieced Quilt
Wall hanging
Wearable quilted article

QUILT MADE BY A GROUP
Hand Sewn Quilt

915

Quilt made by group of quilters.

Machine Sewn Quilt 916

Quilt made by group of quilters.

Combination Sewn 917

Quilt made by group of quilters using
both machine and hand sewing.

NOTE: Premiums for “Quilts Made by a Group” are paid to only one person.
Entry form must designate the name of that person. Division of any premiums
responsibility of the group of exhibitors entering the quilt
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Entry Forms can be downloaded at www.cowetacountyfair.net

